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In recent years, increasing interest in Qing history and improving access to primary sources has urged a reconsideration of the relationship between the Manchu Qing dynasty and Central Asia. Manchu-language sources have played an important role in this reconsideration, as it was in Manchu that most correspondence between the central administration in Beijing and territorial officials in Xinjiang was written, and Manchu was also the language into which most Turkic and Persian correspondence was translated for Qing emperors to consult. In particular, one of the most noteworthy sources is a document category called Junjichu Manwen lufu zouzhe 軍機處滿文錄副奏摺 (hereafter JMLZ) at the First Historical Archives of China in Beijing. JMLZ were made at the Grand Council (Junjichu 軍機處) as reference copies of the Zhupi zouzhe 硃批奏摺 (Palace Memorials) in Manchu. The total number of JMLZ reaches about 180,000, and the catalogue listing 120,000 documents on the issues of the "frontier" (bianjiang 邊 疆)-Manchuria, Mongolia, Xinjiang, Tibet, and Southwest China-was published in 1999.
2 Moreover, in 2012, most of the Xinjiang-related documents were published in facsimile.
3 Thanks to this improved access to original sources, classical and well-known images of history have begun to be revised. This essay, on the basis of the new perspectives, outlines Qing policies toward Central Asia and conducts basic research on how the people of the Qing and Central Asia viewed each other.
The Qing Advance into Central Asia
I would like to begin my argument with the question of how the Qing evaluated its conquest of the "New Dominion." At the end of 1759, a report arrived in Beijing that the Kashgar Khwāja brothers, who kept up the resistance again the Qing army, had finally been killed in Badakhshan. The Qianlong emperor (r. 1736-1795) immediately "declared the conquest of the Muslim Region (Huibu 回部, or Kashgaria)," stating the following:
Formerly, we conquered each [Oyirad] tribe under the Junghars and incorporated the entire [place of Jungharia] into our territory. Then, the Eastern-and Western-Burut [i.e., Kirghiz] and the Left-and Right-Kazakh also submitted [to us] sincerely. However, because only the Khwāja Jahān brothers acted against my favor and raised a rebellion, we had to send an army and accuse them of crimes . . . . This is not an action to exert military powers to covet war . . . . The Muslims of Andijan and Badakhshan, who understood receiving my favor and felt awe for our power, also submitted sincerely. And now, obeying orders, they exerted themselves and sent out the head of the rebel [i.e., Khwāja Jahān] to present to me. Thus, frontier land in remote regions will be quiet and every tribe will eternally live a peaceful life. Power and virtue spread throughout the remote region, owing to the protection of Heaven and the great blessing of the ancestors. I inherited the event that the Imperial grandfather and Imperial father could not achieve and, at last, completed it. The Qianlong emperor hailed the event as a great achievement; it had been the earnest wish of his grandfather, the Kangxi emperor (r. 1662-1722), and father, the Yongzheng emperor (r. 1723-1735), and was expected to bring peace to Central Asia. After the conquest, a cultural project was initiated by the Qing government, including the compilation of military history and topography, the building of temples and monuments, and the creation of artistic work. Through the dynasty-led project, the conquest of Xinjiang was evaluated as the most symbolic event of the Qianlong emperor's "Age of Prosperity" (shengshi 盛世), and the legitimacy of conquest and rule was affirmed loudly and repeatedly. 5 Thereafter, Xinjiang was regarded by the Qing government as a "place gained by a great achievement of the Imperial ancestors" (zuzong weiye zhi di 祖 宗偉業之地).
Some of the sources created by the project include records related to the local customs and language of the Kashgarian Muslims, which have attracted scholars' attention. 6 With respect to the Qing image of Central Asia, it is worth examining the visual arts. For example, the Illustration of Victory (Desheng tu 得勝圖) portrays the suppression of the Junghars and the conquest of Kashgaria on sixteen sheets of copperplate print. The Portraits of Periodical Offering to the Qing (Huangqing zhigong tu 皇清職 貢圖), which depict local and foreign people paying tribute to the Qing court, also includes the inhabitants of Central Asia. The people from several towns of Central Asia coming to Beijing appear in the Drawing of Many Nations Coming to Court (Wanguo laichao tu 萬國來朝圖). In addition, it is interesting that the horses presented by the rulers of Kazakhs, Torguuts, and Afghans were painted.
7 This reflects the fact that the Qianlong emperor was a horse lover; however, it has another meaning as well. The Qianlong poem composed to commemorate the Kazakhs' "submission" begins with the following passage:
The Kazakh correspond to the Dayuan 大宛. In ancient China, the Central Asian region called Xiyu 西域, or the "Western Region," was known for breeding good horses. There is a famous story that Emperor Wu (r. 141-87 B.C.) dispatched an army to Dayuan in the Western Region to gain "BloodSweating Horses" (hanxuema 汗血馬). The offering of horses from Central Asia against a background of its "submission" implies that the Qianlong emperor was superior in power and virtue to the distinguished monarchs of ancient China.
However, the images depicted in artifacts from the dynasty-led project do not always show actual phases of the relationship between the Qing and Central Asia. Rather, they were created by the Qing to conceptualize an ideal imperial vision of Central Asia. In fact, we can often find artificial manipulation in those sources.
After the conquest, some of the Turkic-speaking Muslims were also taken from Xinjiang to Beijing. The Turkic Muslim residence in Qing Beijing came to be called Huiziying 回子營. In the Huiziying site, a mosque was built on the Qianlong emperor's orders. On the premises, a stone inscription was erected, which was inscribed in four languages: Chinese, Manchu, Mongol, and Turki. In the inscription, the Qianlong emperor remarked:
According to an ancient historical book, the [people of ] Huihe 回紇 first entered China during the beginning of the Kaihuang era of the Sui dynasty. During the beginning of the Yuanhe era of the Tang dynasty, some Mani [monks] came to pay tribute. At that time, a temple was built in Taiyuan at their request, and the tablet was hung, on which was written, "Great colorful clouds are shining brightly." This was the first worshiptemple [i.e., mosque] ever built [in China]. 10 We cannot find any record that the Huihe, namely the Uyghurs in ancient Mongolia, first paid tribute to the Sui dynasty during the Kaihuang era (581-600). After all, the Sui dynasty at the time opposed the Turkic khaganate (Tujue 突厥), and the Uyghurs were known only as a part of the Toquz Oghuz. Here, however, it is not so important whether the historical interpretation of the Qianlong emperor was correct. More noteworthy is that, basing his judgment on the fact that both words contained the component Hui 回, he considered the Huihe to be the first Muslims to enter China and, in the Turkic version, the word "Mani" was engraved as mullā (Islamic schoolmaster, priest).
11 Therefore, in his interpretation, the Mani temple built for the Huihe was an Islamic mosque. This is a representative example of a ruler altering history in order to accomplish the submission of his new subjects.
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Qing Communication with Central Asia: The Language Used in Negotiations
In the process of advancing west, the Qing encountered various groups in Central Asia: the Kashgarian Muslims, Kazakhs, Kirghiz, Khoqandis, Badakhshanis, and so on. One of the remarkable facets of their negotiations was the use of non-Chinese languages.
To communicate with Central Asia in the early Ming period, the Muslim Office (Huihuiguan 回回館) for translation of Persian, which belonged to the Bureau of Translators (Siyiguan 四夷館), opened in Beijing. Although it continued to exist until the early Qing period, 13 we can find little sign of activity. In 1755, the Qianlong emperor indicated his belief that imperial edicts issued to the Oyirads and the Turkicspeaking Muslims should be written in their own languages. In those days, however, since few people in Beijing had the ability to write Todo-script Mongolian (Oyirad) and Arabic-script Turki (Chaghatay), the emperor issued an order to "select several persons with a high ability to write the Todo script and Muslim [i.e., Arabic] script and send them with their families to the capital city." 14 In the following year, the Qing government established a government-managed Muslim School (Huizi guanxue 回子官學) in order to provide Turkic-and Persian-language training for the members of the Imperial Household (Neiwufu 內務府). 15 The Huiziying residents also participated in administrative affairs related to frontier control as secretaries and interpreters. 16 In the administration of Central Asia, the Qing consciously utilized many concepts from Inner Asia and avoided the surface use of Han Chinese concepts. 17 Ideally, every high-ranking Qing amban in Xinjiang was to draft all documents in the Manchu language. In 1763, the Qianlong emperor stated, "If they do not master the Manchu language, they will lose the face of a Manchu and will be certainly laughed at by [Kash- garian] Muslims and Kazakh tribes."
18 The Qing government was probably conscious of some degree of intolerance toward Han Chinese and Confucian culture in Islamic Central Asia. However, another important point is the fundamental Qing strategy toward Central Asia. In 1761, the Qing government decided to cast official seals for the ḥākim begs (high-ranking Muslim governors) in Kashgaria. Each seal was carved in three scripts-Manchu, Todo, and Arabic-arranged from left to right. We should note that Todo script was used in place of Chinese characters. In view of this, we can determine that the Qing was strongly conscious of its position as successor to the Junghars, the former power in Central Asia before the Qing advance.
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In the late eighteenth century, whenever the Qing emperor and the administrators in Xinjiang sent a letter to leaders in Central Asia, a translation into Turki or Oyirad was made from the official text written in Manchu.
20 At present, the only known extant document in almost perfect condition is the 1788 imperial edict issued to the ruler of the Khoqand khanate, Narbuta Bī (r. 1768/69-98/99), which is stored at the Liaoning Provincial Museum. This document consists of one sheet of yellow paper, 1615 mm wide by 945 mm long, and is written in Manchu, Oyirad, and Turki from left to right.
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It can be said that the Turkic text is a literal translation from the Manchu text. I will save the details of the contents for a future occasion, but there is one item that is relevant to our current discussion. The Manchu version begins with this sentence: "Decrees of the emperor holding the stream of time by the order of Heaven" (Ma. abkai hesei forgon be aliha hūwangdi i hese). In the Turkic version, this section is written as, "Decrees of the emperor holding the [stream of ] time by the order of God" (Tu. khodāning farmāni bilä waqt-zamānni igälägän pādshāhning yarlighi). Surprisingly, the Qing emperor's words were transmitted to the Muslims in Central Asia in the name of God.
We should not disregard the influence of Qing imperial edicts. The Kangxi edict is a historic document that was passed on by the Injana Mission, in which Tulišen (1667-1741), the author of the journey record Lakcaha jecen de takūraha babe ejehe bithe (Chinese title: Yiyulu 異域錄), also took part as a member, to Ayuki Khan at the Volga River in 1712. 23 The Yongzheng edict was passed on by the Mantai Mission to Ayuki's son, Tseren Donduk Khan, in 1729. 24 When Tseren Donduk's son, Ubashi Khan decided to return to Jungharia and submit to the Qing in 1771, he brought the two edicts. After that, these two edicts and the Qianlong edict issued to Ubashi in 1771 were preserved by successive Torguut khans until their "rediscovery" in 1979. In 1777, a Kazakh leader Abulay dispatched his follower to Tashkent with a forged Imperial edict, in which the Qing emperor ordered the people of Tashkent to pay their taxes to Abulay. 25 In the 1860s, Ya'qūb Beg (1820?-77), a military commander from the Khoqand khanate, arrived in Kashgar and established a political regime (1867-77) over the oasis cities of Xinjiang. According to Tārīkh-i Ḥamīdī (hereafter TḤ) written by Mullā Mūsā Sayrāmī (1836 Sayrāmī ( ?-1917 , who once participated in the Ya'qūb Beg regime, the descendants of begs were classified as common people under Ya'qūb Beg's rule. However, they were able to recover their ancestors' positions after the Qing's reconquest because they had preserved the old imperial edicts issued to their ancestors. 26 These facts suggest that the very existence or possession of imperial edicts, to say nothing of their content, had great significance for local leaders.
Letters from Central Asia to the Qing are also stored at the archives in Beijing and Taipei, some of which have been studied. 27 Here, I limit the argument to the problem of translation. In the Turkic letter from the Khoqand ruler, Irdana Bī (r. 1758?-68/69?), to the Qing amban of Yarkand in 1760, there is a passage with a tone indicating his subordination, stating, "As long as we exist, we will be friendly and sincere toward the [Qing] emperor as a protector of the world; we never break our word" (Tā-tirikmiz, shāh-i 'ālam-panāhgha 29 Another letter in Turki sent from Ya'qūb Beg to the Tongzhi emperor (r. 1861-75) in 1871 carefully explains how his conquest and rule of Xinjiang were legitimate; his actions were rationalized as the "favor of God" (khudāni[ng] iltifāti) and thus beyond human intellect. However, the Chinese translation by the Qing authorities explains Ya'qūb Beg's actions as a result of the "Will of Heaven" (tianyi 天意). On the basis of Qing logic, "under Heaven" (tianxia 天下), a man possessing the "Will of Heaven" was none other than the Qing emperor, who was referred to as the "Son of Heaven" (tianzi 天子); hence, even a Muslim was also one among the many people to enjoy the benefits bestowed by the Son of Heaven. In short, the Qing reinterpreted the contents of the letter within the framework of its own worldview. 30 These examples suggest that, according to the circumstances, alterations and interpretations convenient to the Qing were often added to the statements from Central Asia. While access to Qing archives is much improved, scholars must maintain a critical approach to reading and analyzing these texts and the circumstances of their production.
Image of the Neighbors
Traditionally, there was a trend among the scholar-officials of China to seek the origin of different ethnic groups in China or other groups who once had a connection with China. 31 As an example in the Qing period, the people of the Khūn-kārs (the Ottoman empire) were said by some scholars to have originated from the Western Liao (QaraKhitai).
32 From the Qing view, Russia was also treated as one of the peoples originating in Inner Asia. The Mongol Bannerman Sungyun (Ch. Songyun 松筠, 1752 -1835 In the Qing period, si yang (< xiyang 西洋) people were considered "Westerners who come via the southeast sea area"-Jesuits, for example. Songyun explained that Russians were not si yang people but had common characteristics with Inner Asian people. This image still existed during the process of modernization. Miao Yousun 繆祐孫, who stayed in Russia in 1887-88, also explained in his report that Russians were the descendants of the Tufan 吐蕃 and that the Cossacks were descendants of the Kesas 可 薩, namely the Khazars, of the Turks.
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As mentioned above, the Qianlong emperor linked the Turkic-speaking Muslims (Huizi) from Xinjiang with the Uyghurs (Huihe) in ancient Mongolia. This understanding was adopted more widely in Qing China. In 1780, Pak Chi-wŏn 朴趾源 (1737-1805) was dispatched to the Qing court as one of a group of envoys from the Chosŏn Kingdom to celebrate the Qianlong emperor's seventeenth birthday. When taking part in the ceremony in Chengde, he met a Mongolian official named Po-laohui-hui-tu 破老回回圖and had a conversation with him as follows:
At that instant, some Huizis came to take tea. I asked [Po-lao-hui-hui-tu], "Are they also people from Xifan 西番 [i.e., Tibet]?" He said, "The Huizis correspond to the Huihes in the Tang period. They contributed to the Tang dynasty and were also a great trouble to the Central Kingdom [zhongguo 中國]. They were also called Huihu 回 鶻. In the Wudai period, they invaded the Tujue [i.e., Turk] in the west and, finally, obtained the Western Region, previously ruled by the Han dynasty, and moved there. Islam is also one of the heterodox teachings [in Qing China]."
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It had been said that the term Uyghur as a modern nationality was officially decided under the initiative of the Soviet authorities at a meeting in Tashkent in 1921. However, from 1913, Nazār Khwāja, who was a Taranchi living in Ghaljat, 36 near Jarkent in Semireche, already used the pen name Uyghur balasi (lit., Child of the Uyghur, or descendant of the Uyghurs) and contributed articles to newspapers in Turki such as Shūrā and Waqit from Orenburg. The earlier articles by other authors in Shūrā and Waqit in 1913 regarding the "lost" history and language of ancient Uyghurs probably provoked Nazār Khwāja into starting to use Uyghur balasi. 37 It is difficult to find direct relevance 37. Ōishi Shin'ichirō 大石真一郎, "Tyurukugo teiki kankōbutsu ni okeru minzoku meishō 'Uiguru' no shutsugen to tei-between his concept and the image in Qing China that the Huizis were the descendants of the Huihes. Although it was a casual coincidence, we cannot deny the possibility that some local Muslims, especially the nobilities having ties with the Qing court, had already adopted this Qing view.
On the other hand, what kind of image did the people of Central Asia have of the Qing dynasty or emperor? Up until the overthrow of the Junghars, some local Muslims favorably appraised Qing power. 38 However, subsequent events, such as the conquest of Kasgharia and the murder of Kashgar Khwājas, gave a great shock to Central Asian Muslims, and caution and opposition were aroused among them. Under the initiative of Aḥmad Shāh Durrānī (r. 1747-72), the movement for a Muslim "alliance" against the infidel Qing spread throughout the area from Central Asia to Afghanistan. Some of their leaders called for jihād against the Qing.
39 According to Laura Newby, the strong Qing forces engraved a fearsome image of the Qing in the minds of Central Asians. By the mid-nineteenth century, although Qing power in Xinjiang had weakened, the traditional image of Qing power still partially remained and sometimes influenced the behavioral patterns of Central Asians. 40 Some scholars have had interest in the relationship between the Qing emperor as an infidel ruler and his Muslim subjects in Kashgaria. The realization of an Islamic State (Dār al-Islām) is the general aim of all Muslims. However, some of the Turkic-speaking Muslims under Qing rule, especially local officials and intellectuals, did not necessarily regard the Qing emperor as a target who was to be defeated by means of jihād; rather, they showed confidence in his "fair rule" and were rewarded by his grace for their loyalty. 41 They were standing in a precarious position between their ideal and reality. We are aware of the fact that the Qing emperor was not Han Chinese but Manchu/Manju. In 1757, after the Junghar conquest, a Qing envoy arrived at the camp of Abulay. According to Qing records, Abulay said to him, "We have heard, 'The Manchu Khan in the direction of the sunrise is powerful. Khūn-kār Khan (the Ottoman emperor) in the direction of the sunset is also powerful.'" 42 Two years later, the Khoqand ruler Irdana Bī also showed the same understanding as Abulay toward another Qing 46 As the misunderstanding that the Manju were descendants of the Mongols shows, confusion and inconsistency is found in his knowledge of the rulers of China. 47 However, we can say that the Central Asians were aware of the fact that the Qing emperor's origin was Manchu.
At the same time, the country or area ruled by the Qing emperor was called Chīn (China, Chinese heartland); the Qing emperor was also known as Khāqān-i Chīn. Similar to khān, khāqān is the title used for a ruler. To be precise, there is a difference between them. As Mullā Mūsā also explains, the origin of khāqān was an example of linguistic corruption from qā'ān (< qaγan) in Mongolian, and it implied "khān of khāns" or "shāh of shāhs". 48 However, a history in Turki, which was written in Kashgar in the mid-nineteenth century, describes the territory of Chīn as outside of the Kashgaria region. This means that, at that time, Qing rule was recognized by the Kashgarian Muslims as merely personal subordination to the Qing emperor; they have little sense that their land belonged to a part of Chīn. 49 43. JMLZ, 1793 .25, 55: 59-86, QL 24.10.13 [1759 
Concluding remarks
In this essay, I have discussed some issues related to Qing policy toward Central Asia. While some aspects of this research are still inconclusive, the arguments can provide some new perspective for reconsidering the relationship between the Qing dynasty and its Central Asian neighbors.
Finally, we shall consider a change of Xinjiang's position within the Qing dynasty. As mentioned above, through Qianlong's project, the evaluation of Xinjiang as a "place gained by a great achievement of the Imperial ancestors" was established. When Jahāngīr Khwāja invaded and obtained western Xinjiang in 1826, the Qing government, based on this theory, dispatched an army to recover control. The cession of the frontier zones and the delimitation of borders in the late nineteenth century gave an unprecedentedly clear outline to Qing territory; it pressed the Qing to change its traditional ways of perceiving space. In the 1860s, a large-scale rebellion by Xinjiang Muslims and the establishment of the Ya'qūb Beg regime caused a temporary upset of the Qing's centurylong rule in Xinjiang. A letter from the amban of Hami, Wenlin 文麟, to Ya'qūb Beg in 1871 viewed Xinjiang as the Qing's "dynastic territory" (guojia bantu 國家版圖) and declared its right to possess it. 50 In addition, Zuo Zongtang 左宗棠, who proposed to recover Xinjiang, claimed that "the reason to value Xinjiang is for keeping Mongolia; the reason to keep Mongolia is for protecting the Capital."
51 He regarded Xinjiang as the front line of military defense in preventing invasion by Russia. In addition, he historically recognized that "Kashgar corresponds to the nation of Shule 疏勒 in ancient time, which had already belonged to China (Zhonghua 中華) in the Han period. It was originally our old territory."
52 Although further discussion is necessary, from the development of their remarks, we might observe the formation of the theory that Xinjiang is not only a part of present China but also a part of historical China, a theory that has been passed down to today's PRC government. 
